Our Latest Exclusive Upgrade Product Descriptions
Front Shock Tower Brace - Our goal was to develop a brace that was more effective,
added minimal weight, and allowed the trunk carpet to lay flat with minimal protrusion into
the trunk volume. Road testing of this brace shows this installation to be very effective in
reducing front end deflections when in hard corners and on uneven pavement. And in
addition to allowing the carpet to lay flat, this design also allows the spare tire to be
removed without removing the brace. In fact, the only time the brace will need to be
removed is to replace the brake master cylinder. All other service is possible without
disturbing this brace. For those who have been waiting for a less intrusive front shock
tower brace, the wait is over!
K1031DP

front shock tower brace

$299.95 + shipping

Third Brake Light System - Virtually all new cars are equipped with a high-mount third
brake light because these have been proven to significantly reduce the chances of a rear
end collision. The very best of these third brake lights use high intensity LED’s for
commanding instant attention. Our Wings-A-Light high mount third brake light system
features two low-profile housings that blend well with the DeLorean louver. Installs easily
using double-sided foam tape, with no drilling or permanent modifications to the DeLorean.
There is no obstruction of the rear-view mirror when installed in the recommended
location. Complete kit with illustrated instructions.
K3002DP-x

Wings-A-Light™ Third Brake Light System

74.95 + shipping

LED Headlight Kit - This exclusive LED headlight kit features premium quality housings
with metal bodies and glass lenses that are certified to European Code (E-code)
requirements. The LED light bulbs have a color temperature of 5000 degrees Kelvin,
which is classified as “pure white”. They are in standard H4 and H1 formats, and are DOT
certified. All components are made in Germany. The LED’s are cooled by integrated highperformance fans, and feature a limited lifetime warranty for the bulbs, fans, and solid
state drivers. This kit comes with detailed instructions, requiring only a minor pin change
to the outer position light sockets to bring them up to the standard H4 configuration.
The original headlights in the DeLorean have been described as being “little better than a
flickering candle in the wind”. With these LED headlights installed, nighttime driving will be
significantly safer and much more enjoyable.
K3004DP

Wings-A-Light™ LED Headlight Kit

$664.95 + shipping
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“One Touch” Window Controller - This controller can be used to create modern “one touch”
window operations manually and/or used remotely with our Wing-A-LoftTM systems. These
modules operate by sensing current flow within the window motors, and discontinuing
power to the motors when a certain amperage (current flow) value is detected. This
means that the window motors automatically shut off when they reach the completely “up”
or “down” positions. This dramatically reduces wear and damage to the window regulator
drive mechanisms, and will extend the life of the window switches by eliminating the need
to hold the switch in either position for the duration of window operation. Requires 1 per
window.
K2906DP

Wings-A-Loft™ “OneTouch” Window Controller

36.95 + shipping
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